By Bob Lamb

product review
McHenry Golf Clubs
McHenry Metals original founder, the late Gary V. Adams, is recognized as the
father of the metal wood and one of the top golf club designers and innovators
ever. In 1978, Gary co-founded Taylor Made Golf and later Founders Club. With
these companies and McHenry Gary led the industry transformation from wood
to steel, steel to titanium and was the first to combine titanium with tungsten
perimeter weighting.
The innovation continues with the TourPure II 400 series Driver. Exclusive
PowerRing ™ perimeter weighting provides optimum weight distribution, center of
gravity, and stability at impact. TourPure’s PowerRails ™ optimize launch and
trajectory. The PowerForged CupFace Technology allows the ultra-thin, ultra-strong
Beta-Titanium clubface to wrap around and fuse to the body of the clubhead, resulting in
greater ball velocity, power and larger COR area to fully maximize distance and accuracy.

The Driver is available in Left Hand 9.5, 10.5 degree, and RH 8, 9.5, 10.5, and 11.5 degree lofts. For a limited time
you will receive a free Strike Wedge with the purchase of a TourPure Driver.

Balance Certified Golf’s Pro-Balance™
Alice Dye has influenced the game of golf for more than fifty years through her work as a member of
the USGA committees, as the first woman board member of the PGA of America, and as the first
woman president of the American Society of Golf Course Architects. She has also won the United
States Senior Woman’s Amateur twice and is a member of the victorious 1970 United States Curtis
Cup team. The winner of more than fifty national amateur championships, she has an
understanding of the game that has allowed her to become one of the most renowned course
designers in the world.
With a foreword written by the legendary Nancy Lopez, FROM BIRDIES TO BUNKERS is written
with a rare combination of grace and candor and is the perfect gift for any golfer, especially those
who are interested in the ritual, mystique, and tradition of the game. But it is also a book that uses
the lessons golf teaches to make observations about subjects as varied as marriage, parenting,
business, feminism, and ambition. Alice Dye has quietly mentored countless players on golf courses
around the world, and now readers are lucky enough to overhear those whispers in these pages.
FROM BUNKERS TO BIRDIES: Discover How Golf Can Bring Love, Humor, and Success Into
Your Life
By Alice Dye with Mark Shaw; HarperResource; March 16, 2004; ISBN: 0-06-052821-4; $19.95 Hardcover

Maui Jim PolarizedPlus Performance
Maui Jim Sunglasses, with its patented PolarizedPlus Performance, provide unmatched protection and comfort while blocking horizontally reflected
glare plus glare from above, below, and behind the lens. The Kapalua is available with Neutral Grey lenses for bright sunlight and the highest
available glare reduction; our HCL (High Contrast Lens) Bronze lenses, which offer glare protection and added contrast on hazy, overcast or foggy
days; and, our Maui Rose lenses, which offer the sharpest contrast and image resolution, making them excellent for fast action activities.
The Kapalua was created for those active consumers who require durability, without the sacrifice of comfort and quality.
This style is ideal for sporting activities, but is also perfect for everyday wear.
Sport sunglasses are increasing in popularity. Kapalua provides the ultimate combination
of a lightweight, titanium frame with polycarbonate lenses, making it the ultimate
sport sunglass.
For more info on
Maui Jim, log on to
www.mauijim.com
or call
888 Maui Jim.
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